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The introduction of new technologies such as internet of things (IoT), autonomous driving (AD) 

and new propulsion system technologies, i.e. electrification, opens new perspectives of concept 

evaluation and selection. These challenge any form of optimization in the product development 

of future road cargo systems. In the early phase of product development data uncertainty, which 

is related to design degrees of freedom, is high. The difficulty in the mathematical modelling of 

road vehicle cargo systems in the concept phase lies in the definition of the principal parameters 

and their relations that captures the key questions to be answered in the product development 

decision process from i.e. a business and sustainability perspective. In a radical technological 

change and when introducing additional domains to the vehicle like general infrastructure and 

IoT services in the model, the outcome may be different as well as the engineering challenges. 

This paper focuses on the definition of a general framework for modelling of road vehicle cargo 

systems using a multi-scale and modelling approach and provides an outlook for future studies. 
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1. Introduction 

The quest for means to mitigate the ongoing climate change has resulted in introduction of 

different new technologies, which may disrupt since long established business models for OEM:s, 

their supplier chain and also clients. Examples of new technology trends are the transition from 

internal combustion engines to more sustainable propulsion systems, connectivity, digitalization and 

advanced driver assistance system. The change in propulsion technology may also affect the society 

as a whole as the existing eco-system of energy supply and distribution (petrol & diesel) for road 

transportation will see a significant change in demand while alternative propulsion technologies, 

which need to have much less CO2 footprint, will require investments in the transitioning energy 

system including generation, supply and distribution. As a consequence, the drivers for peak oil may 

change compared what has historically been put forward [1]. 

 

The development of road cargo systems featuring propulsion system(s) with low or zero CO2 

emission is evolving at current time. As product development in the heavy truck industry as well as 

the automotive industry in general is by its nature evolutionary, the introduction of new innovative 

and disruptive technologies like electrification of the propulsion system and autonomous driving, 

yields a high degree of uncertainty in the conceptual decision making process of i.e. a vehicle 

architecture. The systems, especially the energy buffer system, may dominate vehicle capabilities and 

characteristics like curb weight and maybe most important, cost. From a stakeholder perspective, 
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which may range from OEM over transport provider to society, it is therefore essential that the 

conceptual decisions taken are as optimal and robust as possible. 

 

The conceptual decisions of a vehicle architecture for heavy truck applications, featuring 

electrical propulsion system and/or autonomous capabilities, depend on the operational context on 

the vehicle such as long distance hauling, distribution or construction but also on capabilities and 

characteristics of systems that are exogenous to the vehicle such as infrastructure (energy distribution, 

road and connectivity systems) and services, see Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1: Transport scenario and solutions with domains. 

 

Characteristics and capabilities of the different domains (vehicles, infrastructure and services) 

interacts dynamically and feature also different inertia or time lags. Additionally, stakeholders for 

each domain are different, varying from private (providers and clients) to federal (authorities and 

communities) and also the public (clients and opinion and values). The financial funding and 

transactions for realization of the product development and manufacturing of vehicles, the 

infrastructure and services are also complex in general and feature also different stakeholders, ranging 

from business to federal authorities as well as the public. 

 

Disruptions by means of new technologies are not a new event, there are examples in consumer 

products to learn from like the transition from vacuum tubes to semiconductors, photographic film to 

digital technology and cell phones to smart phones. The driving factors behind the disruption are 

many. More advantageous price and product capabilities and performances for the customer are likely 

to create the tipping point towards new technologies from a consumer preference. 

 

In case of transportation infrastructure and systems there are also examples to learn from like 

transition to railways from canals and river based conveyance of small size cargo carriers and then 

from railways to roads. The drivers behind these two transitions are technology based inventions; the 

steam locomotive and the combustion engine. These two inventions did not by themselves drive the 

two transitions alone. Funding and construction of railway and road systems by both federal and 

private means were important to realize the transition. The approaches applied in the transition phase 

to railway, mainly in the 19th century in Western Europe and United States, ranged from governmental 

bonds and grants to private companies as well as fully state implementation depending on country. 

In the case of road infrastructure investments several decades later the implementation relied mainly 

on public authorities, federal or state level. 

 

The development of production and distribution systems for electrical power in Western Europe 

and United States is in general driven by a mixture of state and private implementations depending 

on country in contrast to petroleum based products where private enterprises have played the major 

role. 
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The transition to electrical propulsion system for road transportation requires substantial 

investments in additional electrical power generation independent of battery electric vehicles or 

hydrogen propelled fuel cell vehicle will dominate the future roads. Additionally, infrastructure 

investments in energy distribution for electricity to a network of charging stations or hydrogen 

stations may also be needed. The time lag and inertia of introducing new innovations in infrastructure 

may also be different from the product development rate in the heavy vehicle industry. 

 

Standardisation of hardware components and software protocols for energy charging is another 

factor that may also be an important factor for transition rate of electrification of propulsion system. 

This may be an enabler for faster customer acceptance and purchase decision making.  

 

The application of system dynamics modelling and simulation of transportation systems has been 

applied for several decades [2]. The system dynamics approach connects qualitative and quantitative 

models. The qualitative models incorporate input and output causal relationship between different 

entities and also feedback loops often displayed by causal loop diagrams (CLD). In case of the 

feedback loops, which either are positive (or reinforcing) or negative (or balancing) the system 

dynamics of a model can then feature dynamic equilibrium. Modelling complex systems in detail by 

causal loop diagrams may result in a model that is too difficult to understand. The benefit of using 

causal loop diagrams during conceptualization varies [3][4]. Most often quantitative results may be 

requested for decision making purposes resulting in the need models build on mathematical 

representation of input and output relationship including feedback loops with gain and time lag. 

 

Transportation system simulations using system dynamics modelling is usually restricted to one 

of the domains viewed in Fig. 1 [6] or statically in the meaning that critical dynamic interaction or 

feedback between subsystems are not included. Efforts to optimise vehicle concepts with respect to 

mainly total cost of ownership have been done considering interaction to road infrastructure for 

different propulsion concepts and truck configurations [6]. One observation is that the optimisation 

problem quickly gets very large as the number of vehicle configurations is substantial. Optimality of 

the solution may then be an issue. Problem size could be reduced when introducing performance 

based constraints. 

 

During the conceptual phase in vehicle engineering data uncertainty is high. A detailed model 

with many degrees of freedom may look credible at a glance but may feature many sources of critical 

errors. Such a model may therefore not be “useful” (quote by G.E.P Box “Essentially, all models are 

wrong but some are useful”). Understanding or exercising a model, by changing the model inputs and 

assess if response is reasonable, is important to find potential flaws. A simpler model will therefore 

be more advantageous. 

 

Reduction of development time and cost while increasing or keeping quality is an intricate task 

that many automotive OEM is focusing on. A high performing and effective product development 

organization is a competitive advantage as more products can be put the market faster [6]. Adding 

high innovation rate as a feature in the product development system is an intriguing challenge where 

many automotive OEMs fail. The traditional engineering design practice, independent of concurrent 

or not, quickly converge, often early in development process, into a single solution, a point in the 

solution space, then tries to optimize the solution through several iterations or loop-backs. This might 

be a time and cost effective approach unless the starting point is wrong, which is not unusual [7].  

 

Some companies, mainly in the software industry, have been successful with iterative and 

incremental approaches. This might be effective when feedback cycles are fast, often daily, and cost 

of rework is low but also when quality of initial starting point is high [7]. When cost of rework is 

high, feedback loops are long and quality initial starting point is low different approaches may be 

applied like set based concurrent engineering [7]. This situation may also hold for future 
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transportation systems. The main principle in set based concurrent engineering is to postpone the 

concept selection as late as possible when data uncertainty is significantly lower in the development 

process while keeping and assessing several design alternatives and in each iteration eliminating the 

weakest alternative. This may then yield into less iterations and costly rework. 

 

The conceptualization of complex systems like road cargo system is of importance in the early 

phase of product development. The introduction of new technologies in transportation systems 

involve many different stakeholders. As data exhibits high levels of uncertainty the understanding of 

system dynamics response including architecture trade-offs is beneficial in the product decision 

making process. With introduction of new technologies like electrification of the propulsion system 

the analysis is crucial to support decision at hand. This paper focus on basic definition of the general 

framework for modelling of road cargo systems using a multi-scale and modelling approach.  

2. General Framework for Road Cargo Systems Modelling 

The general framework for modelling road cargo systems was developed from the domain model 

depicted in Fig. 1 where the framework followed the template shown in Fig. 2. For each domain the 

context, e.g. the boundary conditions, dynamic or static, are defined together with system interaction 

to other domains. With characteristics is here meant engineering data and interfaces like weight or 

propulsion system power in the case of vehicle domain. In case of infrastructure the characteristics  

 

 
Figure 2: Domain template for road cargo system framework. 

 

can be road width or length. Performance may be static or dynamic attributes that feature a domain 

like cost, safety or drivability in case of vehicle while in the case of infrastructure performance metrics 

can be traffic flow. The idea is to try to achieve symmetry and analogous metrics in the domains. The  

infrastructure domain may contain not only road infrastructure but also infrastructure for energy 

distribution and digital data (information). Further examples are provided in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Examples of key characteristics and performances. 

 

Domain Context Characteristics Performances 

Vehicles • Transport Mission 

• Infrastructure 

• Service 

• Structural (load carrying) 

weight  

• Non-structural weight 

• Propulsion 

• Energy buffers 

• Other 

• Propulsion characteristics 

• Energy buffers size 

• Charging capability 

• Digitalization level 

• Load capacity 

• Range 

• Energy consumption 

• Drivability 

• Safety 

• Uptime 

• User Experience 

• Product Cost & CO2 impact 

• Operational Cost & CO2 impact 
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Infrastructure • Transport Mission 

• Service 

• Vehicle 

Road 

• Width / # of lanes 

• Length 

• Topography 

• Speed limits 

• Axle load limits 

• Road profile 

• Digitalization level 

Road 

• Traffic flow  

• Uptime 

• Specific Safety 

• Specific Energy Consumption 

• Specific CO2 Emission 

• Specific Noise 

• User Experience 

• Construction Cost & CO2 impact 

• Operational Cost & CO2 impact 

Energy 

• Distance between 

fuel/charging 

• Charging limitations 

• Digitalization level 

Energy 

• Fuel/charging time  

• Uptime 

• User Experience 

• Construction Cost & CO2 impact 

• Operational Cost & CO2 impact 

Digital 

• Availability 

• Functionality 

• Bandwith 

Digital 

• Latency 

• Uptime 

• User Experience 

• Construction Cost & CO2 impact 

• Operational Cost & CO2 impact 

Services • Transport Mission 

• Infrastructure 

• Vehicle 

 

• Functionality 

• Processing capacity 

• Adaptability 

• Customers 

• Standards 

• Cyber security 

• Overall Equipment Effectiveness 

• Time utilization   

• Load Capacity utilization 

• Energy effciency / utlization 

• Uptime 

• Response time 

• User Experience 

• Product Cost & CO2 impact 

• Operational Cost & CO2 impact 

 

The general framework for modelling road cargo systems was developed from the domain model. 

Inclusion of financial transactions may be possible to include as well. In Fig. 3 the networks for goods, 

energy, information and financial flow is shown. 

 
Figure 3: Domain networks including financial transactions. 
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3. Discussion 

A general framework for modelling road cargo systems featuring interactions that in the next step 

may be modelled using system dynamics approach is suggested. The framework holds for each 

domain system context, characteristics and performance. The next step is to quantitatively model the 

interaction between the domains using as simple models as possible to understand system response 

and assess and reconcile data to other models and empirical data. 
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